
 There inevitably comes a point when in 
order to visit somewhere new for your next trip 
you have to drive five, six, or even seven hours 
from Melbourne. With a four day long weekend 
coming up, the thought of another bum-numbing 
car trip was too much to bear. So began my 
planning for a trip to the Blue Mountains. 

 We caught an early flight to Sydney. 
Five hours after leaving Melbourne we arrived at 
Katoomba train station in time to check-in to a 
backpackers hostel and have a late lunch. The 
rest of the afternoon was devoted to exploring 
and deciding which overnight walk to do. 
 Katoomba has a long history as a resort 
town and there are many beautiful old buildings 
and established gardens to admire as you stroll 
about its quiet streets. Before we knew it, we had 
made it to the outskirts of town and the broad 
view over the Jamison Valley revealed itself. 
From here we descended to the Dardanelle Pass 
track. In the process the vegetation changed 
from dry heath, to tall forest, to rainforest. Then 
we returned to the top of the cliffs to see the 
classic Blue Mountains postcard snap, The 
Three Sisters. 

 The next day there was general 
agreement that we put a halt to plans for an 
overnight walk for another visit. Something 
different from what we were used was on offer 
here and we wanted to take advantage of it: 
Breakfast at a café, drop past the supermarket 
and stock up with supplies for a picnic and head 
off through town to the cliff edge. 
 Walking in the Blue Mountains is 
generally on the cliff edge or in the valleys, due 
to the steepness of the cliff walls. There are a 
small number of passes which allow access 
between the cliffs and the valleys. Today we 
were using two passes to create a loop walk. 
The first was Devil’s Pass; an ephemeral stream 
which has slowly carved a steep slope out of the 
cliff face. The track leads down to the Megalong 
Valley and then follows the 6 Foot Track, which 
was constructed in 1884 to provide access to the 
Jenolan limestone caves and back to the 
outskirts of Katoomba. 
 By this stage it was getting late so we 
picked up some sausages from the butcher and 
had a BBQ at the backpackers. 
 And so we developed our daily ritual 
weaving the convenience of the town with the 
beauty of the the NSW bush. 
 The Wilderness Shop has maps 

covering the North and South areas of the Blue 
Mountains: RRP $12.95; and the two books Blue 
Mountains Best Bushwalks: RRP $29.95 and 
Take a Walk in the Blue Mountains: RRP $21.95. 
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 The GoTubb™ features an ingenious design that allows you to open and close the 
GoTubb™ with one hand only. Just squeeze the sides and the lid is released. To close, simply 
press back on. The GoTubb™ works great with pills, knick-knacks, snacks, vitamins, change, 
bits-n-pieces; you name it. A recessed, textured labelling area resists being rubbed off. The 
transparent top lets you see what’s inside without opening them. Available in two sizes, in packs 
of three for $9.95 and $11.95. 
 For squeezy-stuff, the GoToob™ solves the problem. Soft and tough silicone allows you 
to dispense just the right amount in the right place. Airline approved means they are perfect for 
both bushwalkers and travellers alike. In two sizes in packs of three, GoToobs™ are $24.95 and 
$34.95. 

Trip Review:  Blue Mountains Long Weekend,    by Nick 

GoTubb & GoToob: “the civilised travel container” 

Overlooking the Jamison Valley in the Blue Mountains 



 What struck me most when I first tried 
on the new Salomon XA Pro 3D Mid 2 was how 
something so light offered so much support. This 
is quite the opposite from other footwear I have 
worn. 
 Sandwiched between the outer sole and 
the midsole is Salomon’s Advanced 3D 
Chassis™. This provides the excellent support, 
torsional ridgidity and protection that my feet 
require when on a bushwalk. 
 Many years ago when I started 
bushwalking, my first pair of boots provided all of 

the above, but with no comfort. This is very much 
untrue in the case here! A dual density moulded 
midsole provides the cushioning needed. In 
addition, the rubber toecap gives protection from 
stubbing your toes on rocks. 
 Salomon uses XCR Goretex® in its 
range of footwear. XCR stands for extended 
comfort range. This means there is a greater 
level of breathability; without sacrificing Gore’s 
guarantee to keep you dry! 
 The Salomon XA Pro 3D Mid 2 is a 
great choice for daywalks, ultralight overnight 
walks on tracks, and that hardy breed of 
adventure racers who desire increased ankle 
support over the XA Pro 3D shoe. 
 Separate mens and womens sizes 
ensures a better fit for more walkers. The 
average womens size weighs just 740 grams per 
pair, while mens come in at 870 grams. 
Remember a pound saved on the foot is worth 2 
in the pack!  RRP $269. 
 

WIN A PAIR !!! 
Be the first into The Wilderness Shop and you 
will be the lucky winner of a pair of XA Pro 3D 
Mid boots, kindly donated by Salomon. 
Prize winner will need to submit a short review 
and photo of their new shoes on a trip for our 
website. 

Lunch Menu:  Gourmet Ideas on the GOW, by Tim 
 There's no reason to eat the same thing 
for lunch every day on a hike. With a bit of 
planning lunch can be a highlight. Recently on 
the Great Ocean Walk (GOW) we came up with 
following gourmet lunches that I want to share 
with you! Try these easy yet delicious ideas: 

 Salmon Bagels 
Bagels are dense and don't get squashed like 
bread rolls. They are a bit heavy, so for a multi-
day hike this is probably one for the first day. 

 Bagels (one per person) 
 Salmon (one foil pouch between two) 

 Cucumber. 
 Spreadable cheese wedges 
 Tomato 

 Italian Combination 
This lunch is low on carbs and high on olive oil 
and salt, perfect for hot days when you need to 
drink a lot of water. Just head on down to your 
local continental deli and buy what looks good. 
Be sure to keep oiling ingredients like sun dried 
tomatoes in a leak-proof Nalgene container; oil 
has a way of leaking through plastic bags and 
coating everything in a greasy layer. As a 
suggestion: 

 Sun dried tomatoes 
 Olives 
 Parmesan 
 Italian salami 
 Sesame wheat crackers 

 Avocado and Pepperoni Wraps 
A pretty classic walking lunch, the avocado really 
adds some freshness. Be sure to select an 
avocado that will ripen at the right time (buy a 
ripe avocado for the next day, a medium 
avocado for 2-3 days and a hard avocado for 4 
days or longer). 

 Mountain bread 
 Avocado 
 Spicy salami 
 Gouda cheese 
 Capsicum 

 Now that you are inspired to expand 
your lunch range on your next outdoor trip, why 
not read The Outdoor Gourmet by Michael 
Hampton: RRR $44.95. This has many more 
lunch ideas, also covering snacks and breakfast 
and dinners for overnight walkers. 

Product Review: XA Pro 3D Mid 2,    by Richard 

XA Pro 3D Mid 2 Womens (left) & Mens 

Lunch Photo courtesy of “flickr: Accidental Hedonist” 



 Open Spaces Publishing had a busy 
2011 with the release of the very popular 
Daywalks Victoria and Rockclimbs Around 
Melbourne. 2012 marks the beginning of a new 
series of guidebooks each of which will focus on 
a particular bushwalking region close to 
Melbourne. 
 The first of the series is Melbourne’s 
Western Gorges, which has just arrived in The 
Wilderness Shop. Included are: 5 walks in the 
Brisbane Ranges National Park; 4 walks in the 
Werribee Gorge State Park; 8 walks in the 
Lerderderg State Park; 3 walks in the Wombat 
State Forest. 
 Each of these state or national parks 
are less than one hours drive from Melbourne, 
making them ideal for repeat visit daywalk 
venues. Despite their proximity to Melbourne 
they offers a sense of remoteness and wildness. 
 A colour coded contour map and a 
cross section of the walk are provided for each 
walk, as well as details about track length and 
average walk times. For those technically 
minded, each walk includes GPS data which can 
be downloaded  from  Open  Spaces’  website  
www.osp.com.au 
 Notes on geological and cultural history 
are included for each park, such as the relics of 
extensive water races and diversion tunnels 
used for gold mining in the Lerderderg Gorge. 
Across the Western Highway at Werribee Gorge 
the river has slowly revealed 500 million years of 
geological history including one of the earliest 
known glacial deposits. 
 At least once each year on a hot day 
during daylight saving I make a trip to 
Mackenzies Flat at the southern end of the 

Lerderderg Gorge and have a swim in one of the 
many waterholes after work. There are also BBQ 
facilities there. 
 All the parks have picnic tables, toilet 
facilities and fireplaces. The Brisbane Ranges 
and Lerderderg also offer overnight camping 
opportunities. 
 Water is scarce in all the parks, except 
in the Lederderg River. So it is recommended 

you carry water required for the day. Water taken 
from the Werribee or Lerderderg rivers should be 
treated before drinking. 
 Melbourne’s Western Gorges: RRP 
$19.95. Also available from The Wilderness 
Shop are full colour contour maps of the areas 
covered in the book: 1:30,000 Brisbane Ranges 
National Park: RRP $9.95 and 1:35,000 
Lerderderg & Werribee Gorges: RRP $9.95. 

Book Review:  Melbourne’s Western Gorges    by Nick 

 Moving from the safety of the indoor 
climbing gym to the big world of outdoor climbing 
can be a big step, but definitely a worthwhile 
one. Climbing gyms are a great place to learn 
some skills and improve technique and 
endurance, but climbing on real rock is 
something else. The experience of sitting atop a 
belay ledge with the vast Wimmera plains 
opening out before you, the wildflowers hundreds 
of metres up and the birds of prey soaring higher 
again; these cannot be recreated in a gym! 
 To start climbing outdoors, whether 
you’re top roping, sport climbing or trad climbing, 
there are a couple of extra bits of gear you’ll 
need, aside from your own shoes and harness. A 
good belay device is essential for belaying and 
rappelling. A few locking carabiners will allow 
you to belay and safely secure yourself at the top 
of a climb. A couple of nylon or dyneema slings 
(60cm and 120cm) come in handy. A climbing 
helmet is important to protect your head; not only 
from falls but also in the much more likely 
possibility of rock coming loose or your climbing 
partner dropping their belay device. 
 The most important thing you’ll need in 
the outdoors is the know-how, which comes only 
with experience. Get your climbing friends to 
take you out to the crag, practice knots at home 
again and again, read up on safety gear and 
techniques. Books are a great help. 
Rockclimbing Getting Started by Glenn Tempest 
covers all aspects of outdoor climbing. The 
Falcon Guide® series is a range of books going 

into great detail in each specific title including 
subjects such as Knots, Climbing Anchors and 
Training. 
 The Victorian Climbing Club runs trips 
for beginner members, and intermediate Learn to 
Lead courses. Contact them on 0419 563 733, or 
visit their website, www.vicclimb.org.au. You will 
need to bring your own basic climbing gear 
including harness, belay device with screwgate 
carabiner, sling, helmet and shoes. 
 
 Here are some suggested gear updates 

to get you into outdoor 
climbing. Wild Country VC 
belay device $24.95. 
Wild Country Synergy locking 
carabiner $19.95. 
Rock Empire nylon slings from 
$8.95. 
Petzl Elios helmet $99.95. 

Tips:  From Gym to Outdoor Climbing, by Donna 

Donna’s First Lead: 
Revolver Crack, Mt Arapiles 

Grass Trees Are Common In Many Areas 


